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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

Dear Readers,
A perfectionist often worries that their project is never done. A neat 

room can be cleaned more deeply. An academic paper can use one more 
quote. If we pay attention to the minutiae of our everyday lives, and strive to 
transform them into their most ideal form, then perhaps we can be satisfied. 

Editors hold the dual job of finding the ideal and improving it. We 
look to writers to show us what perfection can be. Even as self-proclaimed 
perfectionist editors, making the ultimate decision that a piece is “perfect” 
became a Herculean task.

The pieces within these pages have shown us how words can spin aes-
thetic and emotion that move us beyond what we believed was possible. 
They move us to the sublime. The sublime is different than perfection. It 
is something more. More than what? More than what we can understand. 

The most perfect thing we, as editors, can ask for, is in reaching for more. 
We are invited beyond ourselves in Chukwuemerie Udekwe’s “Teardrops 

on Flowerbuds,” into the love between mother and son. We ache to trans-
form into the unmarred flower Samantha Harden seeks to be in “Daphne.” 
Although Morgan Wagle struggles to create distance in “Just Neighbors,” 
she impeccably places us in the uncomfortable position of unreciprocated 
friendship. And Marshall Farren offers snippets of life we can fall into and 
explore through his photography.

Dear reader, we hope you will reach for more with us and our authors. 
We hope you find perfection where we might’ve missed it. And, as perfec-
tionists, we hope you are able to stay in the beautiful moments between 
this magazine’s pages, and outside as well.

     Sincerely,
      The Editors



Marshall Farren
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As my brother plummets to earth I catch him, squeezing his waist between 
the golden radiance of my arms, pressing my face into the powdery stardust 
on his chest. The galaxies still cling to him. Tiny planets spin like marbles 
in his curled oakwood hair, his cheeks are kissed by the sunset sky; rosy, 
flushed, tender as the divine pink flesh of an oyster. We are humans at last, 
able to roam the earth, at last. Every year father allows us to visit Gaea for 
a month. She is ripe now, her fields plump with flowers, and the onslaught 
of late muggy May heat clings to her fuzzy rolling sides like hungry chil-
dren. Summer is desperate to erupt. Helios yearns to pull the sun a little 
closer to her. 

Now standing in front of me, staring at the last splash of sun across the 
dimming sky, Castor stirs. His breath is the ghost of a sigh, too delicate for 
joy. Our time here, though peaceful, is always the pale shadow of what we 
can no longer have. The stars above are cold, even with Orion and The Rainy 
Ones at our flanks we always starve for this; the wilderness of the Earth. Her 
forests, lakes, rivers, fields, oceans, rich wildlife— the thrill of the hunt. 

“Race me,” he whispers, or maybe he thinks it. Our minds are now a 
muddied link of thought and heart beat. Our immortality has left us half-
fused; two independent minds who share consciousness in the same space; 
bodies who can feel what the other has felt, no matter the distance. 

Our bodies take off, tearing through the grass like bulls, charging into 
the thick forest we’ll live in for the next month. His feet strike the earth 
like a comet and I feel the faint tickle of grass between my toes. My hands 
came up to our– my side, clashing into leaf after leaf, sending tidal waves 
of green behind us. I feel like I’m swallowing the world whole with every 
breath. I peek at my brother taking in those same gasped breaths that leave 
our throats raw. In and out it goes, stuck to my rhythm, pumping life through 
our veins like gold. When he looks at me I see it, in our mind-space, and 

GEMINI RETURN TO EARTH
ALBA SARRIA
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feel that silent adoration. He loves what we have become. He loves living. 
We are one and two all the same; Castor and Pollux but Gemini and insep-
arable. The thought makes him shiver. His toes churn deep into the grass 
as we slow, clawing dirt under his nails. He knocks on my palms with his 
fingertips, feeling the repercussion of my senses fog his. 

“I want to hunt.” So we do. Yes, anything for him and I and us. We hunt 
until the world is a blur of colors; green and brown and grey and pink and 
red and red and red. We hunt until there’s nothing but stars and rushing 
shadows and the moon hides from our savagery. Our thirst for boars floods. 
Being back on Earth is disorienting, still, after so many years. To see him see 
me seeing him running, firing an arrow, or climbing a tree is like looking 
into endless versions of yourself in a mirror. I miss space, where we are 
simply an “us,” dormant as the fetus we once were. But he loves it here, 
and as we lay down on a hill under the ceaseless armies of stars above I 
start to enjoy this too. 

Maybe we’re no longer stuck in the same sleepy comfort of our 
constellation, but I’d missed watching moonlight slip across his face like a 
wedding veil. He’s beautiful down to the starry freckles sprinkled over the 
arch of his nose and the way his smile is never quiet even on either side.

He’s a wonder of parts; long sinewy arms, tanned even after a millennia 
in the sky, legs firm enough the straddle a horse nude, but subtly abundant 
in warm soft flesh, always muddied from rolling head-first down hills 
and leaping into agea bubbling ponds. His lips are generous and rumpled 
where mine always feel too full and severe. I can never keep my eyes off 
his. They’re like almonds, richer than Gaea’s womb and flecked in gold. He 
was the mortal of us, but there has never been a man more godly than him. 

“Philatos,” I call to him, letting our pinkies curl around each other like 
knotted snakes. Most beloved.

“When we get back I’m asking father to put us in the same body. We 
can wander here all year long…” 

I laugh but worry wriggles through my stomach like an army of mil-
lipedes. “We’ll see.”

I hope he denies. But the longer I hold Castor the more I forget why 
that would be a bad idea. His head sings of our souls falling through one 
another until we’re unrecognizable and one and I fall prey to his fantasies.

Maybe... Maybe it would be okay.
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i know your story. i know your lampshade gossip, 
your dead star musings, the sound your throat made 
when you swallowed water, the sound of your cough after 
choking back wine. you are 
 
dead because we stopped saying your name. you are 
dead because we scrubbed the floors last night,  
because we bleached the counters and dusted the shelves. 
 
i forget what you smelled like — your perfume, your  
pheromones guzzled by my hungry, gaping step #2.  
 
do you remember us gasping for breath on the lakeshore 
when we both almost drowned? do you remember our 
steadfast starship, the prow we pulled through galaxies 
tinged delicate and holy? 
 
broke your headboard against writhing, forgetting our 
hymns, our black hole homes. crumpled them in small  
fists and pounded on kick drums to drown out flare-ups. 
you died on a night like this one, and 
 
i know your story. fed it to hacking lungs and shaking 
hands, pulled it off shelf and presented it, consumable,  
consummated with a splash of holy water on your  
gravestone. whispered words of your glory days gloria,  
your somnambulist song, and i — i haven’t 
    said your name since.

STEP #2
MIA DIFELICE



Marshall Farren
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Through the rear-view mirror, I watch two pajama-clad guys smoking 
at the apartment across from mine. I step out of the car and head for my 
building. Without thinking, I turn my head to the east. The old man next 
door—let’s call him Clyde—enthusiastically waves a hand at me and says 
“hello,” in his strange deep-yet-musical-but-not-necessarily-pleasant way.

“Hi,” I say, dip my head, shoulder my backpack and avoid eye contact 
until I reach the door. He doesn’t say another word to me.

It didn’t use to be so easy.

“He’s just a harmless old man,” my coworker tells me as we watch Clyde 
leave the store. I’m feeling terribly guilty, so instead of holding the door 
open for him like I usually do, I’m standing behind the counter, burying the 
thank-you note among hoodies and miscellaneous retail items.

“What did he give you?” another coworker asks.
“A thank-you note.”
He wrinkles his nose. “Huh.”
I knew why he was confused; all of us help Clyde whenever he needs it. 

All of us are courteous to him as he keeps us from our jobs with conversation 
and asks us to run around the store to gather the items he needs. I was no 
different from the others but he singled me out for praise.

I look at the note more closely later. It is homemade. In it, Clyde thanks 
me profusely for helping him and always having a smile. I remember think-
ing that it is my job to use dignity and kindness when interacting with all 
customers. I remember wondering how he doesn’t realize this. I remember 
my training; we aren’t supposed to accept anything from customers. I tried 
to tell Clyde this, but he wouldn’t have it. I toss the note in a drawer, slightly 
shaken, but warming up to the idea of my work ethic being appreciated. I 

JUST NEIGHBORS
MORGAN WAGLE
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feel terribly guilty for being the one earning the praise. I always worry too 
much and I think this is one of those times. I calm my mind and focus on 
one thought: it is a nice gesture.

The nice gesture turned into more nice gestures, and I was second-guess-
ing whether they were nice or just plain creepy. Clyde came to visit me at 
work, but usually he would call ahead of time. Any time I wasn’t there, my 
coworkers told me that Clyde said “hi.”  This might sound exaggerated, but 
I’m almost certain a week didn’t go by at work without me seeing Clyde 
at least once.

One day, I go home and tell my mom about him while she cooks dinner.
“Oh, he sounds nice. Old people just get lonely.”
“I can’t tell if it’s nice or weird.”
My older sister chimes in from the living room, “He sounds really creepy.”
My mom says something about a lot of old people having money and it’s 

good to be friends with them because you could inherit stuff when they die.
My sister still thinks he’s creepy.
I drop it and the conversation goes in a new direction. I don’t talk 

about Clyde to either of them again.

Clyde hobbles around with a walker and has difficulty speaking and walking. 
As I later learn from a newspaper clipping he gave me (the article was about 
himself and his various works of art), he has a medical condition called 
ataxia. Ataxia is a neurological disease that primarily affects movement and 
speech. Clyde’s movement and speech are a combination of choppy and slow. 

I hate to say it, but I feel sorry for him. I feel bad that walking up 
the stairs—an activity so normal for me I don’t even think about it—is 
something he can only dream of doing. I’m patient when he takes a while 
to gather his thoughts and turn them into words. I find myself wanting to 
help him, to make his life easier. Maybe he feels compelled to be nice to 
me because I help him. Maybe it’s a cycle of misunderstanding. 

I hear the door open. The sound a walker makes when it scuffs the floor.
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I briefly consider conveniently disappearing in the backroom. Instead, 
I greet the customer.

“What’s on your list for today?”
Clyde smiles, like he always does. He tells me that he just wants to drop 

off something. I’m doing my best to resist a mental eye-roll and there’s a 
flicker of irritation in my chest as he hands me a yellow envelope.

“You really don’t have to do that.”
“You’re a good friend, and I like to do things for my friends.” 
I dodge the anticipated you’re a good friend too by talking about some-

thing else. We get on the topic of the other employees, about how nice and 
helpful they are. Then Clyde gives me a wink.

“But they’re not as good-looking.”
Clyde continues to talk to me, but I don’t think I say anything. He has 

a habit of cocking his head like a dog, maybe to better look at your face. 
It’s something I didn’t find disconcerting until now.

I look for an escape. I should’ve looked sooner.

At the end of sophomore year, I make the move from on-campus housing 
to living in an apartment off-campus. Alex and I make sure we get an 
apartment on the first floor, because we’re tired of stairs.

It’s May and the weather is fantastic. Our moods are high. It’s moving 
time, but our landlord calls us last-minute and tells us that the apartment 
we are supposed to get is trashed from the previous tenants. There’s an 
apartment open, but it’s in a different building and on the second floor. 

We tour the apartment. It looks nice enough. We decide we’ll take it 
with the idea that we can move into a first-floor apartment later. As we’re 
leaving, I see Clyde and his walker near the sidewalk. My heart freezes. He 
says “hi,” and I say it back, like some sort of voicemail machine. I think our 
landlord seems surprised that we recognize each other.

I walk away with the sinking knowledge that Clyde is my neighbor.

Sure enough, when I’m back at the store, he greets me as “neighbor.” I can 
only think that the old man is getting progressively irritating. I try hard 
not to roll my eyes.

Instead of bringing in thank-you notes while I’m at work, he starts 
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taping them to the wall inside, on the first floor. I actually find myself glad 
that Alex and I don’t live on the first floor, after all, because he can’t get up 
the stairs. At least I don’t have to worry about him knocking on my door. 
My skin crawls when I think of it.

Thank God for stairs.

Clyde starts asking me more questions and giving me more things. I don’t 
mention it to anyone, because I’m too embarrassed. Instead, I put up with 
it. I tell myself I can handle it; the phase will pass. He buys me a game from 
China that consists of building things with metal balls, he makes me two 
shirts at his “studio,” and gives me a shawl that I will never wear. My mental 
state is inching closer towards irritation with everything he gives me. I find 
myself wanting to avoid him, rather than help him. I put all of the things 
he gives me deep in my closet and desk drawers.

I lose track of the time span, but over the next few months, Clyde gives 
me cookies (white-chocolate macadamia nut—my favorite) and cheesecake 
(another favorite) but I don’t eat them. I give the cookies to Alex and throw 
away the cheesecake. I wash his Tupperware and stow it away in a separate 
cabinet, not having the courage to return it.

For months, Clyde hounds me about coming over to visit and not 
being a stranger. While I’m at work, he asks me what I like to eat. I give 
him vague answers. He makes some comment on the reason why I’m thin. 
He settles on the fact that he’s going to make me a homemade pizza and 
invite me over to eat it. He asks what toppings I like so I give him a vague 
answer so he might leave me alone. But, I’m at work, so I’m also smiling. 

Clyde talks about this pizza for months. He expresses that he wants 
to give me a tour of his studio. I tell him that I’ll wait until Alex gets back 
because she went home for the summer to work and I’m living alone. I’m 
not prepared to take on a creepy old man, even though that creepy old man 
has ataxia and can’t even stand without a walker.

“You’ll have to come visit sometime,” he tells me.
I know full well that I won’t. “I promise,” I say, and pray Alex comes 

back soon, because I don’t know how long I can fight him off.
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Clyde and I actually have some decent conversations, when he’s not 
hounding me to visit or trying to give me things. When he ensnares me in 
conversation, I figure I might as well make the most of it. I tell him a little 
about school and my writing (but not too much), we talk a lot about what 
it means to be a friend, and I listen politely when he tells me about his faith 
in God, and that people come into your life for a reason. I feel some sort 
of strange sadness when he says this.

I think about it later and realize that maybe the sadness I feel is actually 
guilt. He believes I’m such a good friend of his but I’m not—not even close. 
I complain about him to Alex and my other friends. I stuff everything he 
gives me somewhere out of sight. I throw away his cheesecake. I watch 
him smoke another cigarette and want to scream at him, tell him to quit 
because that’s how my grandfather died and I’ve never forgiven him for it.

I grow kinder to Clyde when I find out that he has lung cancer. He goes 
to a nearby hospital and keeps me updated on the tests and what they’re 
doing with him, though I don’t ask about it. Part of me wants to stay away 
from him because I’m almost afraid he’ll ask me to drive him to his ap-
pointments. Another part of me remembers my mother’s advice. I think, 
‘hey, if he dies, maybe since I’m such a good friend…’ but I stop myself. 
Besides, Clyde only has junk that I wouldn’t know what to do with. Plus, 
I don’t want him to die. Not really.

I tolerate him more than usual. I help him more than usual. He calls 
me a true friend and starts saying “good morning, sunshine,” every time he 
sees me. I want him to stop. I tell him all that he does really isn’t necessary 
and I’m just try to help people who need it. Every time he tells me I’m 
a great friend I can’t bring myself to say, “you are too, Clyde.” I hate him 
for ensnaring me, taking advantage of my kindness. Part of me just wants 
to say, fuck it, let the old guy take out his own fifty pound bag of trash; at 
least it might provide me with some entertainment.

But I just sigh and tell myself that I need to make up for my terrible 
thoughts, so I throw the bag of trash in the dumpster and disappear into 
my apartment as Clyde tells me I need to come over for pizza.
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I keep the cards in a cabinet in my room. There are dozens of them.
I get angry at the sight of them on the wall. He knows exactly where 

to put them where I can see them as I go down the stairs. Sometimes, I’m 
so angry that I leave them there to sit for a few days, if not to leave as proof 
to my neighbors that the old man next door is kind of a creep, then to keep 
him from sending me more.

Once, when I opened the envelope taped to the wall, there was a yellow 
rose. The shawl he gave me was also yellow. “Your favorite color,” he says, 
and it is partially true. Any time someone asks me what my favorite color 
is, I tell them yellow. It’s something I’ve always done. Yellow is just as nice 
as the other colors, but people tend to call it ugly. Very few people I know 
say yellow is their favorite. I wonder if the people who do are saying it just 
because it seems like the right thing to do.

I put the rose on the windowsill.

At my last counseling session, my counselor and I run out of things to talk 
about, but there’s something nagging at me; I can feel it. When she asks me 
if I have any final questions, it hits me.

She listens patiently as I tell her about Clyde. When I’m through, she 
says, “I’m glad you live on the second floor.”

We both laugh. Then, the conversation becomes serious.
“It makes you uncomfortable?” she says. 
“Yes.”
“Then his intent doesn’t matter. It’s okay to tell him you are just 

neighbors, not friends.”
The simplicity of this hits me. I don’t want to be mean to somebody 

who’s shown me nothing but kindness, albeit a strange, creepy kindness 
that makes me uncomfortable. But, I also don’t have to tolerate it anymore.

I feel as if I’m in a daze. She says that he has probably done this before, 
shown special attention to a certain person. She asks me if I think he’s 
dangerous. I tell her he’s not. I think he’s just strange and utterly inept at 
reading people, or, if he can read people, he doesn’t care about making 
them uncomfortable.

Either way, it still makes me angry.
I confront him on my walk home from counseling. He greets me with 
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“good morning, sunshine!” Instead of returning the greeting, I pretty much 
tell him that we have to talk, and I see his face harden. I imagine tears in 
his eyes.

Out of a mixture of pure curiosity and a morbid desire to wound, I 
find myself wanting to see him cry while simultaneously wanting to forget 
it all and reply, “good morning!” even though it’s four in the afternoon.

I tell him I don’t want to hurt his feelings but that his gifts make me 
very uncomfortable. He assures me this wasn’t his intention. He would 
never want to do anything that would make me feel uncomfortable.

Good, I think. At least we’re on the same page.
I tell him that saying hello is fine, and I’m really very busy and don’t 

have time for long conversations. 
He nods. His eyes are blue, by the way, which doesn’t seem too ter-

ribly important, except for the fact that I have difficulty reading eyes like 
his. There’s a difference in them today, and I find it hard to hold his gaze. 

I can’t bring myself to say I am not his friend, never have been, and 
never will be, so I settle for the next best thing and tell him I just want to 
be neighbors.

I look him in the eye. I wish I could say I see defeat.

It’s been a while and I’ve received nothing from Clyde. I head down the 
stairs and don’t see it at first. 

I think about leaving the envelope where it is, but no matter what 
mood I’m in, there’s a pinch of curiosity mixed in with the other emotions.

I rip the envelope off the wall and head back upstairs, forgetting the 
reason I was leaving in the first place.

There’s an article about Clyde in the envelope. I pace around the 
room and rant.

Alex doesn’t get it at first. I tell her that I don’t even want to live in 
our apartment. I don’t want to get the mail, for fear that he’d snag me in 
conversation. I tell her how he waited for me to get home from work so 
he could talk to me. I tell her that I don’t know how in the hell he thinks 
I’ll actually go to Dairy Queen with him or go over and eat his homemade 
pizza. I tell her I’m liable to die of boredom if I have to look at another one 
of his creations—I describe them to her as trash made out of trash—and she 
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tells me that I’m being a bit harsh, and his sculptures made from recycled 
bits of trash are actually decent. I know it’s harsh but it’s not untrue. Plus, 
it feels good saying it.

The thing that makes her really understand is when I show her the notes.
I spread them out on the floor. She didn’t realize how many there 

actually were. I don’t think I did either. We stare at them for a moment 
before we start sifting through them.

She picks one up and reads it aloud. It’s the note he gave me that day 
in the store; the one that preceded them all. It reads, Morgan, I want to thank 
you for greeting me with a smile and willingness to help whenever I stop by the store. 
It’s REALLY appreciated, and brightens my day.  Your friend, Clyde.

The more recent ones are a different story.
One reads, Morgan, It’s having good friends like you that keep me up, positive, 

going. I couldn’t do it without you.  With MUCH affection, Clyde.
Morgan, Trying to hide my feelings for you is like trying to hide an elephant 

behind my back. IMPOSSIBLE! Clyde
Another, Morgan, I yearn for you tragically. PLEASE come visit. Clyde
There’s one that I cannot find. Something about finding your soulmate. 

This is the one Alex is holding when we make eye contact.
“I didn’t realize it was this bad.”
“Can you return the Tupperware?” I ask.
She agrees to return the Tupperware and kindly tell Clyde to fuck off. 

She’s angry, I’m angry, and Alex declares that she’s going over to his place 
right that instant. All I can think is that I’m glad I didn’t eat the cheesecake. 
My only regret is that I washed the container instead of returning it dirty.

Alex has qualms about visiting him. We both know that we’re stronger 
than him, unless he pulls a gun, which isn’t likely, but we are well aware 
that we’re dealing with an unlikely character.

Equipped with the Tupperware, she heads to Clyde’s place. I follow 
behind, thinking I shouldn’t be a wuss, I should be returning the Tupperware, 
and that I don’t tell Alex that I love her as much as she deserves it.

I awkwardly and obviously stand under a tree, trying to conceal myself 
by hiding behind the trunk. It’s stupid and I know it, so I decide to switch it 
up. I walk around said tree, pretending to be absolutely and utterly absorbed 
by the patterns on the bark. 

With each passing moment, there is an increasing probability that 
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someone would see me obviously pretending to be transfixed by a tree. 
When enough time passed that the risk became too high to chance, I walk 
towards my apartment door. I think about rescuing Alex but instead, I head 
inside and sit.

I hear the sound of a doorknob turning and she’s standing in the doorway.
“Do you think it’s over?” I ask.

I get back from a quick run to Walmart, and notice my neighbor on the 
bench outside with two people flanking her.

Usually, I say hello and move on, the way neighbors do. Today though, 
she says more.

“I need to talk to you about something. Clyde used to leave you stuff, 
right?”

At first, I’m not sure I hear her correctly. She continues.
“He keeps talking to me and hugging me. And when he hugs you, he 

like sniffs your neck.”
She says it like I know what she’s going through, but really, I’m just 

surprised. 
“Tell him to leave you alone,” I say. The words feel good as they leave 

my lips. “Tell him that you’re just neighbors.”
I feel like I’m passing on some sort of sacred obligation, words that 

somebody had to tell me before I believed in them.



Marshall Farren
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maybe if you roll me up
and squeeze me till i pop
like the old toothpaste tube
you say you’ll replace one day
you can milk me for all i’m worth
and wet your pink pronged tongue with my paste

teeth white like a ghost
in a sheet with the holes cut out
i never saw your face behind the mask
but i could feel your mouth,
razors chewed my skin because you liked the blood,
you liked to swallow the spirits

the distilled kind, too
when the blood turned your mask red
like the flag; your red, white, blue eyes
but less patriotic,
you wouldn’t stay loyal to a pledge or a ring
blacking out eyes, teeth, tongue,

i learned how to tie a knot myself
high up in the branches of a sycamore
like a drop of rain in the earth’s veins
i tripped on an untied shoelace
and my head was full of blood
and my feet are full of blood

I  DIDN’T KNOW A SYCAMORE 
TREE UNTIL I  DIED IN ONE

ROBERT SULMONTE
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 1
This is not a fascinating tale. 
A breath, a gas station, tobacco perfume. Cigarette ends blister my hands 
like shooting stars burn holes in the ground.
The impression of being strangled with a wire or a noose, or a lover
 Who doesn’t realize the bruises
  Left on his lover’s skin, around the neck or the 
wrists, created in deep and uncontrollable passion, directionless ecstasy,
     erotic asphyxiation. 

 2
I want to tell you this story without revealing,
without letting you know that I drove to the gas station that night, 
    that I knew he felt different,
that I wanted to buy cheap liquor—Jack, Jim, Miller—obsessive.
 I want to tell you this story with him as the main character:
Alejandro naked. Alejandro faded, in someone else’s bed. 
Alejandro in her room, the dim static on tv, one hand on the blunt and the 
other her cunt.
   Tell me we never lived and I’ll love you.
I’m surprised I could speak with her there. 
A window in my chest shakes, when I remember. A large shudder.  The first 
crack.

EXTINGUISHED STARS/CARS/
CIGARETTES

MARGARITA CRUZ
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 3
Can you see them, leaning against the car
     standing still, not fucking
creating vapors between the gaps in the smoke? Can you see them 
 inhaling into filters, inhaling soot, inhaling each other 
to get higher—
             gas leaking out of the hole in a car, fluorescents spill like 
vodka bottles dropped, and the window shatters glass on the ground, and
     them suffocating—

 4
I need to tell you this story ignoring that I passed a stop sign under the 
night sky
   Allowing something, that he raced me
 and strangled me with cigarettes. 
And he wanted it to be bad, and he whispered to me
      that he’d ruin me.
And he wouldn’t stimulate me, but he held my body pinned beneath his body
 And spread my legs until I couldn’t feel them to use them 
     for me 
      again.
But bones heal. An unwished for star shot.
       star shot.

 5
His hands shook stars out of the sky but they didn’t grant wishes. 
He drowned my lungs
 with his lungs and the stars
kept falling, burning us beneath in tobacco twinkles. 
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 He tasted like a combination of candy, cannabis—  
  On the metal hood stars, and fluorescent light shining 
off the chrome,
Illuminate. Like taking drags and releasing them into the air, impressive and  
  bragging fumes into my crevices—
Retching deep and strong
 And filling the air with acidic spew, muting conversation
Bringing us back again, inhaling and exhaling the better times on the hot 
cement. 
  And waste, lots of waste
Waste much smaller than he ever created or made, uncomfortably his
    But a story comfortably his anyways.
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Blonde Kasie was extremely chubby. He was not an athlete because he could 
hardly carry his body or run. But unlike his body, Kasie was a boy with a 
mind that ran - He thought much and sometimes spent hours thinking on 
what to think. Thus, life as a mystery was not new to him. And he under-
stood the journey from womb to tomb as one punctuated with variegated 
experiences, so frustrating, and piercing. Only that his seemed worse. A 
boy of twelve, cheeky with nice temperament, Kasie was amiable. But has 
crammed so much vicissitudes into his young life. After today’s incidence, 
he could no longer manage the pains, so he scurried home to his mother. 

“Mama, why is life so wicked?” 
Nnedinso stood transfixed, her eyes locked into that of her only child. 

“Come my son, get a stool for yourself.” She beckoned, knotting her loosed 
wrapper. 

“Mama, friends are a betrayal. Ometaburu and others slandered me 
today.”

 “What did he say?” Nnedinso lurched forward to hear the troubles 
of her son.

“He told everyone I was having an affair with Chinonyerem, the palm 
wine tapper’s daughter. Imagine! Am I not too small for that kind of thing?”

“Nwa m…” 
“No mama! Don’t start now to pet me. Life has never petted me for 

once. How about my good name, can I ever regain it again?” 
“No son. Even if he revokes his words, I still can’t guarantee that. It’s 

like a broken bottle, a spilled oil. That’s the stupidest thing with backbiting.” 
“But mama, life is so skew. Nobody even sought my say. They just 

discussed among themselves and concluded. Is it because I’m younger?”
“Kasie, nwayoo. I know it’s difficult, but you must let go.”
“No! Why? It’s my name in question.”

TEARDROPS ON FLOWER BUDS
CHUKWUEMERIE UDEKWE
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“What I can, you cannot see, son. And do not underrate the heart of a 
mother. After daddy named you, I saw your stars and discovered life would 
be challenging. That was why I personally named you Sochukwugazom.”

“You mean God will save me?”
“Yes” 
“O ga-azo m?”
“Eeh! O ga-akasikwa gi obi. Cry no more, child.”
“What about Ometaburu and the others, will they pay?”
“Nwa m, hapu. A si m gi hapu. You are a flower.”
A tear dropped. Just one, on flower buds.
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Did you know there are different kinds of silences?  Yeah, I didn’t either. 
Not until now at least.

I’m sure you’re familiar with the most basic one, the Idle Silence, 
the very topmost level of silences. I know this because I scratched myself 
a chart into the gummy white paint slathered over the cell walls using a 
speckled penny I’d found on the bathroom floor. A rare find. I’d spotted it 
during one of my cleaning shifts, just lying there in the corner of the stall. 
Probably dropped by a prison guard as he was shuffling through his wallet 
and later picked up by one of the other girls here. I bet she’s wondering 
where it is now. 

A dirty penny found in the dirtiest place in prison—rivaled only by the 
kitchen—might not seem like much to any of you regular folk, but for me 
it was kind of special in a way. A secret. You don’t really get to keep those 
here. Not with all the guards about, staring you down with those bleak eyes 
of theirs, scorching holes into the back of your head. You almost believed 
the devil himself was standing behind you, his seething breath rolling down 
your spine as though you were sitting far too close to a raging cast iron 
wood stove. Like the one I used to sit in front of at Grandma Lin’s house.

To clarify, she was some hunched over Asian lady down on Fifth Street 
with a real nasty burn scar disfiguring half her face and some of her scalp. 
She said it was because of her husband, that he threw liquid fire at her one 
night after choking down enough whiskey to make a whale float belly up 
like my goldfish in sixth grade. Apparently, their bellies can explode when 
you overfeed them, but I figure, hey, at least the little guy died with a 
decent meal.

Anyways, I used to sit by her furnace after school. I’d usually get some-
thing out of it, which I appreciated considering how far out of my way I had 
to walk. She’d always come tottering in, her moth-eaten slippers shuffling 

SILENCE
EMILY KAGARISE
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across the carpet as though she couldn’t quite lift her knees high enough. 
Kind of like Forrest Gump when he was waddling about in those leg braces. 

She reminded me a bit of him actually. Always ignorantly cheerful. But 
she smiled more. Especially when there was nothing to smile about. Her 
English was shit so she could only point to objects and excitedly repeat 
half-coherent phrases she might have picked up from her TV programs. 
She couldn’t say my name right though.

Weenay! Weenay! She’d always recite proudly.
No, no. It’s Winnie. WINN-EE. Like that fat yellow bear on TV that eats honey 

and waddles about. Kind of like you. At this she’d shriek with laughter, not quite 
grasping the insult I just gave her, and display a mouth full of yellowed teeth 
with mossy brown stains sprouting up from her pale gums. One of them 
was missing. Some of them looked like they were on the verge of falling out. 

She was an ugly thing. I was certain she didn’t own a mirror because 
they’d all warped, unable to bear the weight of her reflection. Along with 
the blotchy scars and the unfortunate state of her teeth, she looked like 
some kind of Play-Doh figurine made by my brothers. Smooth-skinned, but 
stout and lumpy, with bulging or disfigured extremities from her untreated 
arthritis. At the time, all I could think was, no wonder her husband hardly 
ever came about. 

She made good food though. Usually rice. Not the instant kind that 
comes out of a microwaveable baggy and leaves that dull aftertaste in your 
mouth. The real kind. Made in a shiny pot on a stove—one that wasn’t missing 
a knob or dented from that time my brothers and I played sock hockey in 
the kitchen. The dent was not made from the sock, I can tell you that much.

Oh right, the silence. It’s difficult to keep your thoughts straight sometimes.
There are different kinds of silences. The first one is the Idle Silence, as 

I mentioned before. We all know that one. It’s what you get when you walk 
into an empty room or house after a long day. Motionless. Undisturbed. 
Expected.

Now, let’s say you’re in a library packed with people, some carefully 
pondering the contents pressed onto the yellowed pages of a musty book 
with torn bindings. This time, it’s different. It’s no longer an idle silence, it’s 
an active one. Ready to be interrupted at any moment. There’s movement 
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behind it. The atmosphere is constantly being disturbed at a molecular level, 
invisible to our eardrums. 

It also has a faint hint of tension behind it, but maybe that’s just me. I 
never liked libraries. Always smelled like wet dust. Always filled with eyes 
that looked down on you like an exhibit at a museum. Curious. Wondering 
why you’re there.

I used to wonder the same about myself every time I entered Grandma 
Lin’s house. What was I even doing sitting in the living room of some senile 
old bat who was obsessed with tacky flower décor? I mean, it was every-
where. The carpet, the curtains, the couch, the cloth covering the coffee 
table on her porch. Even her dress! Always some gaudy fabric with giant 
prints of roses or tulips that screamed at you when you looked at them. 
And trust me, I didn’t need any more screaming. I got enough of it when 
she was trying to explain things to me in that awful accent. I had to remind 
her a couple times that I wasn’t hard of hearing, I just couldn’t understand 
that damn broken English of hers. 

She also wore those heavy woven cardigans with loose ends of fabric 
poking out all over the sleeves. Not even just during the winter. She’d 
actually wear them year-round. They were the kind old ladies always seem 
to wear. It’s as though they assemble and coordinate their outfits to look 
like the contents of a cheap, plastic jewelry box at a mid-July yard sale: 
an intricate but absolutely hideous display of twisted, brightly-colored 
necklaces and brooches.

I wanted one of those once when I was in fifth grade. A brooch. A 
silver one with a pearl in the middle and petals flaring out around it in the 
shape of a daisy. The pin to hold it in place was a little bent, but I thought 
it added some character. Gave it a story. I pretended that it was an ancient 
artifact that would grant you a wish if you bought it. Maybe that’s why I 
wanted it so bad. A wish that could change your life. 

I didn’t bother asking mom for it though. I already knew what she 
would say. How she would look. Furrowing her brows and shrieking in that 
nasally tone of hers, “Whaddaya need a thing like that for?” So when I saw 
one—not the same brooch, a different one with gold wiring in the shape 
of a dove carrying some sort of branch—lying there on the hideous floral 
tablecloth on the old lady’s porch, I grabbed it. Didn’t even really want it. 
I suppose I was just angry at the world for not letting me have the other 
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one. For not letting me have my wish. I realized how stupid grabbing it was 
when I got home, so I tucked it back into my pocket, prepared to walk the 
mile back to the rancher. I wasn’t a thief after all. Although, crime does 
seem to be genetic these days. I used to think to myself, if that’s the case, 
then I was pretty screwed.

If I remember correctly, that was the first time I stepped into the old 
lady’s house. I went to return the damn thing and leave before anyone 
noticed. I found her sitting there instead, those hideous burns covering 
her face like ivy on the plastic paneling of a house. They were fresh then.

She looked like a Halloween attraction, peering over the street with that 
haunting face of hers, and I suddenly remembered why all the kids avoided 
the house at the end of the block. They’d told me stories about how she 
picked up stray pets and boiled them whole. Jimmy said that sometimes 
she’d pick up the occasional stray kid too, and threw acid on their face out 
of revenge. I didn’t believe him.

Once I worked up the courage, I handed the thing back to her with 
lowered eyes. She didn’t yell at me or anything. I’d ducked my head slightly, 
preparing myself for a sharp smack to the top of it, the one mom always 
gave me when I did something wrong. Not a hard one of course. Just a light 
one to get the point across. A hard one would be considered child abuse 
and she didn’t want any more cops showing up at the house.

But she didn’t. The old lady, I mean. She invited me in, jumping from 
her seat and moving her hands in wild gestures, as though I were the presi-
dent coming to visit her quaint little cottage. Mom always said not to enter 
a stranger’s house, but what harm could an old lady do? Besides, I kind of 
felt bad I guess, her being lonely and all.

I also wanted to be the only kid on the block to see the inside and live 
to tell the tale. I believed it would help my social status in school if I had 
a cool story to tell. I considered a couple, my favorite being “she tried to 
put me in her oven, but luckily I escaped,” or “she ate my brother Liam, so 
I went there to avenge him.”  The second was really more wishful-thinking 
than a plausible story, so I decided to go with the first. 

The story did earn me a reputation that lasted up until about 8th or 
9th grade. After that, I put a stop to the rumors myself. I suppose I didn’t 
like the way they painted the villain. 
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There’s another silence, the Vast Silence, the one you experience under 
water. I’ve never owned or been in a pool, but I knew what that one was 
like. Liam once shoved my head into the toilet bowl when I was six—Shit 
like you goes in the toilet! 

Even I had to appreciate the humor in that comment. 
At first it was loud, between me struggling under the hand pressed 

firmly against my skull and the sounds of my brothers laughing behind me. 
Not to mention the sickening gurgling noise that rose from my throat. But 
then, it just grew quiet. Motionless.

No, wait, I grew motionless. Tired. Hardly able to move. I think I 
realized I was drowning right before I passed out. I don’t remember very 
much about the drowning part, but I remember the silence clearly. A vast-
ness filling my ears, muffling but not quite blocking the noise just outside 
of its strangling grasp.

It frightened me, but I think it frightened mom more. She was awfully 
nice to me that day. Even bought me ice cream to make up for the lifelong 
PTSD I would incur afterwards.

Mom never worried about me much. She was always one to let us kids 
run off and learn the world on our own—sometimes the hard way—so I 
was surprised when she held me after I woke up dripping wet on the bath-
room tile. The snot and tears were running down her face like a Popsicle 
melting under an August sun. Her locks of ashy hair were matted firmly to 
her cheeks. She made lots of promises between the fits of choked sobbing. 
I think more to herself than to me, because I was too young to really un-
derstand what was going on. 

It wasn’t until much later that I understood the gravity of the entire 
thing and what she went through in that moment. Of possibly losing some-
one, that is. Not just any someone. Someone important.

My favorite has always been the Still Silence, because you can feel it. The 
hollowness. The peace. It’s the one you get when you walk outside at 2 am 
after a snow storm. You creep into the front yard, the light from the kitchen 
window revealing a smooth, dense blanket, and just let everything sink into 
you like osmosis or something. 

I call it the Still Silence because the world is still in the most unnatural 
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way, as though those little white flakes force the earth’s rotation into a 
complete stop. Almost like it had been reset, returned to its original blank 
state. I like to imagine that’s what the world was like before it was polluted 
with people. Well, maybe not so much “polluted.” More like infested.

That’s when I started to go to her house more regularly. Grandma Lin’s. 
In 6th grade when the world began to freeze over like it did every January. 
The heater at my house was about as reliable as my mother’s paycheck, so 
when I remembered the old lady at the end of the block with the furnace, 
I took the long route home from school and dropped by the dingy little 
brick hovel knowing full well that she’d take me in. She was a lonely thing 
after all. What with a husband that never came home and no other relatives 
around, I’m sure she was desperate for some company. 

That’s when I came up with the name Grandma Lin. She’d never given 
me her real name—or maybe she had and I just hadn’t cared enough to 
remember the first time. Anyways, I decided I needed to call her something 
if I was going to raid the kitchen and squat in her living room so often. It 
needed to be something Chinese-sounding. Not to be racist or anything. 
Names like Debbie or Martha just didn’t suit her. 

I figured Lin was close enough as I wasn’t actually familiar with any 
of the Asian cultures. I called her grandma, but I don’t think she was really 
that old. Maybe early 50s, but she sure didn’t look like it. The world had 
definitely not been kind to her. 

She’d always bring me a warm cup of tea, served with that gapped 
smile of hers, and I’d just sit there by the flames, letting them embrace 
me in a rush of warmth. I didn’t like the tea at first. Bland. Bitter. I didn’t 
complain though. Mom always said it was rude to complain. It didn’t matter 
anyways because I stopped noticing the taste after so many visits. I almost 
came to appreciate it. 

Once I was all nestled in, she’d take her place on the battered olive 
couch with frilly pink throw pillows pressed neatly against the armrests. 
Fancy ones. My house didn’t bother with things like throw pillows. What’s 
the point of a pillow that you can’t use for sleeping anyways? How do you 
even wash it with all those frilly bits on it?

She’d always invite me to join her up there—Come, Seet Seet!—but I 
insisted on the floor. More comfortable since it was closer to the fire. It was 
also in direct view of the window. You’d think a 6th grader would need some 
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sort of entertainment, but I was content just sitting there and watching 
the flakes drift in front of the glass. I didn’t know glass could be that clear. 
She must have washed it often. Her house was always cleaner than she was, 
which I never understood. Maybe a pretty house made her feel less ugly.

Meanwhile, she’d sit there with her knitting needles, tugging and 
looping threads into a single unified piece of cloth. She liked to sing while 
she knit. For someone who looked the way she did, she was actually a good 
singer. She had a real sweet pitch that could rise and fall in the most delicate 
way I’d ever heard. I didn’t need to understand the language to feel the 
emotion behind the lyrics. It was those moments that I felt our language 
barrier was finally lifted. Like we could think and feel the same thoughts 
for once. I used to wonder who she was in her younger days and imagined 
that I was actually secretly in the presence of some world famous vocalist. 

At the end of my fourth visit she gave me the blanket she had been 
knitting. A real thick white one, just like the snow I enjoyed so much. The 
strings formed an arrow-like pattern that channeled your gaze up and down 
its center, making you want to drag your fingers all over it. Which I did, 
though I was scared to touch it at first. Not really sure why. I didn’t reach 
for it so she just shoved it in my arms and sent me off. 

I didn’t know what to say to her at the time, although the words “Why?” 
and “Really?” came to mind. I was almost halfway home before I realized 
that I hadn’t even thanked her.

When I got home I was excited to put it on my bed. I didn’t have very 
many things to claim my own. I gently tugged at the corners and pulled 
the folds apart, all the while careful not to put excess strain on it. As if I 
were somehow strong enough to rip it. That’s when I noticed something 
was attached. The brooch. The little gold dove with the branch.

I think I cried. Right then, when I was looking at it all neatly tucked 
in. I’d never been given a present before. A real present, that is. Not the 
ones people are forced to give you on Christmas or your birthday. Just 
presents given out of kindness.  I think that’s what made me cry the most. 
Her kindness.

Sometimes, things aren’t silent at all and it’s just in your head. It happens 
occasionally when you’re really focused or waiting for something important. 
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Usually when you’re under a lot of pressure. You forget that there’s noise, 
or that anything even exists outside of your own mind.

Perceived Silence. That’s what it is. But I didn’t experience the usual kind 
people face. I felt it, the real kind, in the waiting room of Trinity Hospital.

Or was it Mercy Hospital? I’m not sure. They all sound the same 
around here, all of them with religious-sounding names. As if faith will 
undo everything. But it won’t. It won’t unclog your heart or unbreak your 
bones or ungrow a stage four tumor being harbored in your pancreas. It’s 
like that one Emily Dickinson poem, the one with the numbered title. 201? 
202?—”Faith” is a fine invention for Gentlemen who see! But Microscopes are pru-
dent in an Emergency!—This is a job for people, not some fictitious figure.

Besides, why name a medical center after something so clearly con-
nected to death? As if people really need a reminder that their death may 
be imminent when they’re lying helplessly in a building that offers funeral 
services on the pamphlets in their waiting room. Perhaps it’s all just religious 
propaganda. Maybe they try to scare the devil out of you before you die. 
Make you repent for sins or something. Who knows. 

But my thoughts weren’t on the big man in the sky or the name of the 
building during that time. My thoughts were on her. Grandma Lin. I’d spent 
my childhood convincing myself that she was a stranger to me, or that I was 
just using her house. But if that was true, then I wouldn’t have been sitting 
there, sobbing quietly into my sweatshirt. That was hard for me, because 
I didn’t like crying in front of people who had no business seeing me cry.

The image is permanently seared into my mind, like an iron branding. 
I’d found her on that shabby brown rug in her living room, clutching her 
side. I thought maybe she’d fallen, like one of those LifeAlert Commercials 
with the old ladies—Help! I’ve fallen and I can’t get up!—but when I saw the 
vomit beneath her and heard the gut-wrenching groans—I’d never heard 
a full-grown adult cry in pain like a child before—I knew something else 
was wrong.

Pancreatic cancer. That’s what the staff told me. And they knew. For years.
You mean to tell me she’s been untreated for that long?
She never came in for treatment. Poor thing. Must be in so much pain.
She looked like a doll. Small, pale, fragile. Her hands were folded del-

icately before her. Even in her sick state, her eyes seemed to spring to life 
when she saw me. That was the evening she handed it to me. The envelope 
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with the check. The little piece of paper that changed my life, though not 
for the reasons you would think.

Where did you get this?
Willfare. I seeck. No work. Government give me money.
No no. It’s yours. 
No you take. Keep.
Turns out, she had gone to town that morning to cash the welfare 

check. The strenuous exercise must’ve caused her to collapse, like the horse 
on the race track whose heart exploded. Only, her heart didn’t explode. It 
was her entire body. Just gave out all at once.

I’m sure many of you wonder how I could’ve just taken the money from 
her, but you wouldn’t understand unless you were there. The woman had 
walked a good two miles to town just to cash that check. Without any aids 
to relieve the shooting pain in her side or her swollen joints or the nausea. 
2 miles. 3,520 yards. 3,219 meters. 10,560 feet. I’m not sure what unit of 
measurement to give you to make you really understand how far that was. 
Especially for a woman who usually only made the journey between her 
kitchen and living room. All of that just to get the check. To give it to me.

And when she handed it to me, she smiled. Not the usual cheery smile 
she gives you when she makes food or sings in her living room. One of 
those smiles that are filled with peace. With purpose. The kind I long to 
have one day.

Sometimes, there’s nothing louder than silence itself. The Deafening Silence. 
It’s the kind you try to forget, but you can’t. Because it’s bound to you. 
Haunts you. 

Not everyone has experienced this one. Truth be told, I hope not ev-
eryone has to. For those of you who have, you already know exactly what I 
mean. For those who haven’t, I’m not sure words can do it justice.

Imagine standing on the sidewalk of a city street. The world is in mo-
tion. Folks are bustling about, talking, laughing, shopping. Whatever it is 
they spend their day doing. Suddenly, the atmosphere is pierced by a jarring 
noise, too loud to distinguish in the first millisecond. It’s only after that 
you realize what you had just heard was a cacophony of crunching metal, 
screaming tires, and the desperate blaring of car horns. And that’s when 
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you turn to see it. Two cars pinned against each other by sheer force. That’s 
when the deafening silence occurs. That single moment when every person 
realizes what has just happened and stares in silence. Stunned. Unsure what 
to do. Every thought grinds to a halt.

It’s not long before the world springs once again into action, but that 
brief interval when time itself is forced into a complete, unexpected stop, 
when the same horrified feeling assaults every person there, overwhelming 
you into a silent stupor, that’s the Deafening Silence.

I mention this one because it’s the important one. It marks an abrupt 
change in fate. It’s the one that can ruin lives.

Except, mine wasn’t in a crowded street and it wasn’t an accident 
or fluke in fate. It was deliberate. Planned. I was the force that changed 
fate. For better or for worse, I couldn’t say. But let me ask you this, would 
you trade away the rest of your life to protect the few remaining years of 
some old lady? To justify the wrong that had been done to her? Is it worth 
bearing the consequences? Logically, the answer is no. I think about it even 
today and still reach the same conclusion. But here’s the thing about logic, 
it becomes obsolete when emotions are involved. The same with morality. 
What good are morals if they keep you from aiding others? What if you’re 
removing the trash to help the treasures of the world? That’s what the old 
lady was to me. A treasure. 

But most people didn’t see her that way, the way I did. They didn’t 
know the broken woman who wore a grin in place of painkillers, or who 
provided you with a safe haven even though it had become her casket. 

According to Grandma Lin’s husband, she was just a source of income. 
I met him on my way back from the hospital. 3 am. On the front porch 

of her cottage, the same place I’d met her long before. It’s as though that 
porch is the focal point of my life because things always seem to change there. 

He was a slender man, quite the opposite of Grandma Lin. Where she 
grew stout and bulky, he grew slender. Wiry. He reminded me of a rotting 
fish I’d once found by the lake. Gray, dried-out skin and black, glassy eyes. 
His hair was also black, but peppered with bits of gray and slowly receding 
up his scalp. Like the fish, his face was also empty. Empty of life. Completely 
barren of emotion. 

Are you the husband?
I knew the answer before the words even left my mouth. He nodded 
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cautiously, eyeing me, wondering what a twenty-some year old woman was 
doing standing in front of the house of a sickly woman. Wondering what I was 
doing in front of his house. She’s not doing well, you know. She’s at the hospital.

I wasn’t sure what else to tell him. I’d never met the man before. She 
talked about him sometimes, as though he were still around, but I didn’t 
believe he actually existed until that moment. I knew her husband wasn’t 
fond of her, but I expected that face of his to at least… at least twitch with 
some sign of concern or life. Instead, he had the nerve to shrug at me, as if 
someone had just told him the grass on his front lawn was looking a little 
long or that the sky was blue.

Oh. The word sounded stupid in my head and even stupider coming 
out of my mouth. Here I am before the man who left her in her house to 
rot, and all I could say was Oh?

I remember the feeling. That hot smoke bubbling up from my gut, 
threatening to consume me. What was that? Anger? No, not quite. It’s like 
your body becomes possessed all at once. Dark thoughts rise to your head. 
Violent ones too. 

I didn’t say anything as I marched past him into the house. Not that I 
needed to. He didn’t really bother to ask.

I reoriented myself, turning my thoughts back to the mission at hand. 
I wanted to bring her some comforts from home. A blanket. Her knitting 
supplies. Maybe even one of those throw pillows to brighten the hospital 
room for her. Give her eyes a break from all that white. White walls, white 
sheets, white lights… so much white everywhere.

I could tell he had followed me in because I could hear papers rustling 
in the kitchen. I ignored him at first, following my usual route through the 
house and plucking anything I thought she’d like. I could hear him muttering 
what I assumed were various obscenities under his breath. Thick slabs of 
paper were being flung onto the kitchen tile. He proceeded to kick them 
in utter frustration before stomping through the rest of the house, huffing 
about like an asthma victim running a marathon. After a while of this, I had 
to wonder, was he searching for something?

I poked my head into the kitchen. The pile of mail that was usually 
stacked atop the kitchen counter was now spread all over the floor, most 
of them with muddy prints across their surface from his boots. I remember 
staring at the scene quietly for a few moments before the thought struck me.
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I have it. I told him. The money. His head spun quick enough to give any 
normal person whiplash. That certainly got his attention. I understood then.

The welfare check. He didn’t come for her, he came for her check. The 
one she had cashed and given to me. Her husband had not only left her for 
dead, but continued to return and claim the check as his own.

As if that wasn’t disgusting enough, I came to find out later just how 
much her life insurance was worth. A lot. A lifetime of comfort. And that’s 
when it all really made sense. After all, her time was running out quickly. 
Even quicker if she’s left to rot without treatment. Where would all that 
money go?

But I didn’t know that at the time. Yet, I didn’t really need to.
The words rolled out of my mouth before I could even form a thought—

it’s at home. A lie. I followed it with another. I’ll get it for you. And this time, I 
was the one who wore a lifeless stare. He didn’t deserve anything else. He 
didn’t deserve to see me cry over how she’d suffered. He didn’t deserve 
to hear the rage in my voice over his abuse. He didn’t deserve to listen as 
I described what a beautiful person she was. It wouldn’t have mattered 
anyways because those are words for people.  I’m convinced he wasn’t even 
human, just a monster that fed off of one.

This is only for emergencies  Winnie.  You hear me? Only if you or your brother’s 
lives are in danger. These aren’t toys.

You hear me,  Winnie?
Winnie?
…Winnie?

And then there’s the final type of silence. Madness. A silence of sanity.
They argued it in court, as if no one like me could’ve knowingly done 

what I did. I must have been enraged. Or crazy. Or, something, right?
Wrong. 
That wasn’t madness. That was a conscious decision. With a single 

shot I felt like I could change things, do something right for once, so I did. 
Madness was something I became acquainted with only after they placed 

me in solitary. No books or TV or windows of white dust. No one to talk 
to. Just you. And your thoughts. And your memories. 
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There’s no clock, so you aren’t quite sure how much time has passed. At 
first you believe you can count the seconds with imaginary ticking. But then, 
after a while, that ticking isn’t so imaginary anymore—Tick, Tick, Tick, Tick.

It wasn’t until now that I truly understood what the old lady had 
been going through, and suddenly, the guilt just vanishes. Truth be told, I 
would’ve shot him again. Maybe even the guards. At this point, I would’ve 
shot anyone who could force a human being to live in total isolation. To 
be stuck with nothing but your thoughts. Those are what destroy you. Not 
the rest of the system. Just yourself. It’s as if silence corrodes you to your 
most basic, primitive form. 

I was certain at the time that a single shot would finally grant the old 
lady the peace she deserved. Maybe even give her a little justice in a world 
that had so often denied it to her. I knew that she was being taken care of 
by the nurses now, and that she’s finally getting the treatment she deserves. 

But, to say I have no regrets at all would be a lie, and lies are inescap-
able here. The reality is, I’m probably worse than her husband. She knew 
he would leave her, but she probably never thought I would. And, in all 
honesty, I don’t know if she ever discovered the reason I no longer visited 
her side. Why I left her there alone. And I wonder if she’s still there now, 
in her own solitary confinement, just waiting for me to return. 



Marshall Farren
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We’ve all had the car crash
      daydream.
On the highway
or at a stoplight,  it is always loud
in the initial impact.   The glove box has confessed
all of its contents, and you realize you’re going to miss
  your appointment. Romanticized isn’t the right word
but in your mind, part of this is happening
   in slow motion. The airbag is blossoming,
broken glass becomes cicadas
singing in your ear. There’s a momentary 
disorientation, maybe this time the car has rolled
over.    Then the silence becomes roaring
  and you wonder where the cicadas
have all gone too. You are squirming under the weight of the car or
                                    just the weight
of yourself.   I don’t know why 
we have all imagined this,  I hope
it says more about how much we miss
the cicadas  than it does about the car crash. 

THINKING ABOUT CICADAS
STEVEN VIGIL-ROACH
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Marzbahn was a quiet man, never speaking more than he had to, rarely 
expressing his emotions outwardly. Normally, this stoic silence was a boon 
for him and, though it did get him out of having to lead the prayers, it also 
meant that he was the only dry face in the crowd. Surrounded by family 
and friends, he stood behind his mother and sister, casting a dark shadow 
upon them and the hole that everyone was gathered around; a shadow that 
was only broken by the sun’s blinding reflection off of the small, scattered 
patches of what remained of the previous week’s snow. 

Beyond the hole in all directions were rows upon rows of similar grey 
stones, some a part of his family’s plot, all bearing messages of comfort 
such as “beloved father/mother/daughter/friend/chef ” or “May they ride 
their moped to heaven.” Marzbahn just stood there, staring at the oak casket, 
imagining what they’d put on his father’s stone. He realized that this wasn’t 
the time to make that decision but it was easier to make up silly engrav-
ings—such as “the first man to make Bint Al-Sahn in a Dutch Oven”—than 
it was to think about his father’s corpse, lying eerily still inside of the oak 
coffin that was being lowered into the dark, earthy hole. He could almost 
smell the bottom of the pastry burning as his father removed the oven from 
the fire in their back yard.

“God damnit. Not again,” his father would cry out as he wrenched the 
heavy iron lid off and laid it off to the side of their porch, setting a thin 
black smoke loose from inside the oven base as he sighed from the sight of 
another slightly ruined cake. As far back as he could remember, Marzbahn 
would watch him with varying degrees of fascination, trying to figure out 
just why his father kept trying to make the Bint Al-Sahn in such a ridiculous 
way. The honey cake was supposed to be cooked in a more controlled en-
vironment, something he guessed his father didn’t quite grasp considering 
he was used to Dutch-American cooking.

DUTCH BINT AL-SAHN
ELIAS ROSNER
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 “Yitgadal v’yitkadash sh’mei raba,” the rabbi began, snapping Marzbahn 
out of his honeyed memory. The Rabbi had begun the Mourner’s Kaddish, 
or prayer for the mourners, and, as per custom, Marzbahn joined in with 
the rest of the crowd. 

“B’alma di v’ra chirutei, v’yamlich malchutei,” he began, before switching 
his mouth to auto-pilot in order to retreat within himself once more—or 
at least he tried to. But the choking prayer of his mother kept him painfully 
aware of his current surroundings. Instead of seeing his father staring into 
the black steaming cauldron with puzzlement and a touch of anger on his 
face, Marzbahn saw the strongest person in his life breaking down into tears. 
His mother had had a difficult few months, he thought. Four months prior 
to this, she had lost her father and soon after that, her mother. 

She had never talked much about her parents while they were alive so 
Marzbahn felt no great loss. But he did see the loss in his mother’s eyes as 
they sat shiva on their carpet for her parents. Shoeless and wearing ripped 
garments, it was here that Marzbahn first realized just how strong his mother 
was. She had kept herself together throughout the entire week and within 
a month was already back into the natural swing of things. 

Marzbahn had to leave to go back to his own home in Albany after 
the shiva period was over but he came back to visit often, the loss of his 
grandparents acting as a catalyst to strengthen his own bonds. It also gave 
him the courage to approach his mother about his grandparents, although 
it took him a month to get over his fears and approach his mother with 
the question. 

It was snowing out when the two of them sat down at the table, hot 
tea in hand, the smell of cloves and cardamom wafting out of their glasses. 
They faced each other and sat in silence for a couple minutes, appreciating 
the soft powder that was covering the slightly burnt porch and their back-
yard fire pit. Marzbahn turned to look at the door leading to the garage, 
listening cursorily for the clanking of the garage door, worrying that his 
father wouldn’t make it home safely from grocery shopping before the 
snow got too bad. 

“Your grandparents were born in Yemen prior to WWII,” his mother 
began, taking a small sip of her tea before reaching for the milk and adding 
a couple extra drops to her tea. Trying it once again, she closed her eyes and 
exhaled a sigh of contentment before placing the glass back down. Marzbahn 
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turned back to her, putting his worry away for the moment. 
“I never pried much into their life in  Yemen. Imma and Abba didn’t like 

to talk about it and they could be as stubborn as an ox when they wanted 
to be,” his mother said, her shoulders tensing. “However, as the war heated 
up, their stubbornness cooled just enough to admit that the tensions were 
getting just a bit too high at home.” Marzbahn took a tentative sip of his 
tea. His nose wrinkled from the bitter flavor and hoping to save his tea, he 
reached for the sugar.

“With a few of their neighbors and friends,” she continued, “they 
fled Yemen and ended up in the cramped quarters of a ship bound for the 
United States. They faced rough seas and cramped and diseased quarters 
before making their way to NYC. Since they left without too much money, 
their first residence was nothing more than a broom closet.” She paused to 
take another sip of her tea but instead of starting up again, she sighed and 
sat in silence for a couple seconds, her shoulders relaxing ever so slightly.

“Suffice it to say that their early days here were difficult,” she said, 
tapping her cup, “but they got through. Eventually, I was born and we 
had a mildly bigger apartment. But they were difficult people, trapped by 
tradition and steadfast in their beliefs, rightly or wrongly. I wish I had kept 
up communications with them after college but, well, what can be done?” 
She finished drinking her tea and Marzbahn looked deep into her brown 
eyes, realizing now where her strength came from.

Sensing the end of the prayer coming, he turned his attention back to 
his own words. “Oseh shalom bimromav, hu ya’aseh shalom aleinu v’al kol-yisrael, 
v’imru: amen.” Silence settled over the crowd, save for the occasional sniffle 
and bird chirping in the trees that lay beyond the final row of gravestones. 
Marzbahn’s mother was the first to break the silence.

“I guess it’s time then,” his mother choked out, walking over to the pile 
of dirt and grabbing one of the shovels. His sister followed suit and the two 
of them dropped the first shovelfuls of slightly moist dirt onto the casket. 
After a couple more scoops, the two of them passed off the shovels to the 
next two mourners. This continued until everyone had placed at least one 
shovelful of dirt into the hole. Marzbahn and his mother, silent as a grave, 
took the shovels in hand once again and finished filling in the hole. The 
rough wooden handle of the shovel rubbed against Marzbahn’s soft hands, 
reminding him of the pain he felt with each scoop.
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With the service finished, Marzbahn silently slunk away down the road. 
He felt that the best way to process the day was to just walk for a while. 
He turned out of the graveyard and onto the sidewalk of the main road. 
He now realized that they had lucked out; not a single car had passed by 
during the service. Not even the nearby gas station was disturbed. Marzbahn 
reflected on the less than ideal placement of these two structures but not 
much could be done about it; it was just part of the growing pains of a 
town as small as Park Ridge, NJ. Old sat next to new, historical sites and 
shiny new banks butt up against each other, both vying for the same space 
and attention, both hoping to stay relevant in an ever-changing world.

Marzbahn took a deep breath and felt the cool, late winter air flow 
down his throat. He closed his eyes and drank in the sunlight as he mean-
dered down the sidewalk. When he opened his eyes again, he had found 
himself next to a chest high wooden fence and a sign that said, “Home of 
the Historic Wortendyke Barn.” During his many years of living in Park 
Ridge, he’d never had much time to visit the Wortendyke barn but much 
like the graveyard, he always noted just how peculiar it was to have such an 
old building sitting next to a row of modern, white houses and gas stations. 
The barn was old, older than the town itself, and it still stood, silently 
passing judgment on all the cars that just drove right by, never noticing its 
brown, windowless exterior. 

But today, it had at least one visitor to acknowledge it. As Marzbahn 
walked under its steep, low hanging roof, he felt its chipping, rough wooden 
slats and wondered how something this fragile had the strength to survive 
hurricanes, major snow storms and its ever-changing surroundings. As 
he made his way to the front, the small patches of slowly melting snow 
crunching and sloshing under his feet, he felt two small grooves in a burnt 
patch of the wall. Marzbahn recalled the textures of his porch, which after 
repeated missteps and abuses, became decorated with circular burns. Over 
time, however, these burn marks became less and less common and one 
day in his senior year, his father stopped making the marks completely.

“Marzbahn!” his father called with excitement.
“Yes?”
“Grab the honey from the cabinet, will ya?! I think I’ve finally done it.”
“Mm,” Marzbahn replied before throwing open the screen door and 

running inside, closing the screen door behind him. Grabbing the honey, he 
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rushed back out and ran into the screen, sending it crashing to the ground. 
This had become so routine that the one or two times that it didn’t happen, 
Marzbahn’s sister came rushing downstairs from her room wondering if 
everyone was alright. As he brought the honey to his father, Marzbahn saw 
the inside of the steel oven that his father held so dearly. His eyes widened 
and he inhaled deeply, letting his nostrils fill with the sweet smell of a 
true pastry. For the first time, he would be able to taste his father’s Bint 
Al-Sahn instead of charcoal slathered in honey. As he tried the first bite, he 
was struck by the slightly earthen flavor that complimented the sweet and 
flaky dough. He couldn’t help but smile and his father smiled back, wider 
than he had ever seen him smile before.

Marzbahn pushed this memory out of his mind as he made his way 
to the front of the barn. The snow, which really only remained under the 
overhang, wiped off his shoes onto the stiff grass. He gazed up at the barn’s 
fourteen-foot-tall doors and let himself be transported back to a simpler 
time. Back to when the land was just a few Dutch farms next to each other 
and the smell of manure and wet wood permeated the air. Back to when 
there were trees and fields as far as the eye could see and birds chirped 
from atop the barn, which was probably painted red, and a soft wind rustled 
through the pine trees behind the barn. Everything felt slower and tasted, 
well, he couldn’t quite place the taste, but could only describe it as the 
flavor of the old world. The sound of close families and the smell of burnt 
wood floated through the air and brought Marzbahn back to his backyard. 
He and his father sat bundled up by the fire, not more than a week prior to 
the funeral, and were just talking. They sat on opposite ends of the orange 
pit of flames in fold out chairs that were too comfy for their own good.

“You know son, I’ve always secretly hated the winter,” his father said, 
poking at the fire with a stick, sending sparks floating lazily off into the sky.

“Why’s that?”
“Because it’s almost impossible to do any comfortable outdoor cooking.”
“Heh, I guess. But you’re doing it now, aren’t you?”
“Yeah but it’s not the same,” his father said, rubbing his arms. “I want 

to be able to enjoy the cooking, not feel like I’m stuck in a freezer, slowly 
turning into a Popsicle. However, I promised you some Bint Al-Sahn and 
Bint Al-Sahn is what you’ll get dammit!”

Marzbahn looked at his father, who was blowing onto his hands in 
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between pokes of the fire an attempt to keep feeling in his fingers. He looks 
down at the fire, watching the flames lick the black, charred exterior of 
the oven. “Hey Dad,” he said, his voice rising in pitch.

“Yeah?”
“I’ve been meaning to ask you this for a while but why did you always 

insist on using your dutch oven to cook the Bint Al-Sahn?”
“Well….” His father stopped and set the fire poking stick down. He 

looked at Marzbahn thoughtfully, his piercing grey eyes getting serious. After 
what felt like an hour, he started talking again, slowly at first. “Well, it’s 
because of your mother actually. After we had dated for a while, I wanted 
to take the relationship to the next level and to do that, I had to convert. I 
knew that my parents wouldn’t ever let me though. We’d been living here 
ever since it was New Netherlands and by marrying your mom, I’d kind 
of be turning my back on much of that history. But I loved your mom, so I 
stuck to my guns and went against my family’s wishes.” He paused, letting 
the sound of crackling wood fill the air. Marzbahn looked at his father and 
saw the pain that he had been shouldering. His father’s blond hair fell on his 
face, covering his eyes and hiding the difficulty of his telling of this story. 
Marzbahn was about to tell him it was alright to stop before his father lifted 
the hair from his eyes and continued.

“I didn’t know this until after the wedding but my parents essentially 
disowned me. They said that if I was going to reject part of my heritage, 
I’d have to reject all of it. So here I was, history-less and with only one 
other person in my life. Instead of losing everything though, I gained a 
new culture through your mother’s family. But I still resented my parents 
and I couldn’t just sit back and let them rob me of my past. So, I decided 
I would combine two of the things that were dear to me—your mother’s 
favorite desert and my favorite method of cooking. It took two decades to 
do but I finally accomplished it. Too bad I couldn’t stick it to my parents 
fully, they died before you turned two. Still, I did what everyone thought 
was impossible.” He chuckled somberly. “And God am I proud.” Tears began 
to run down his cheeks and Marzbahn, noticing the shiny streaks reflecting 
the firelight, stood up. He walked over to his father and embraced him in a 
tight hug. He poured his entire heart into the hug, squeezing for the decades 
of hugs that his father was robbed of.

Suddenly, the sound of a passing car shocked Marzbahn back to the 
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modern world, robbing him of a small bit of what the past had to offer. He 
looked at the bright blue sky and saw that it was undulating and that the 
light was reflecting oddly. He placed his hand to his cheek and felt a small 
track of water, slightly colder than the rest of his face. It was then that the 
flood gates opened, chilling his cheeks and creating salty rivers. He rent the 
sleeve of his suit jacket, the rough brown fabric tearing easily, and it was 
then that he felt a soft hand on his shoulder. He turned to see his mother 
standing there, tears in her eyes still as well. Marzbahn realized that he no 
longer had to stay strong, that it was alright to be loud. He flung his arms 
around his mother and began to wail, the grief hitting him harder than he 
ever thought it could.

“Come,” his mother said through choked back tears, “we still have some 
of your father’s Bint Al-Sahn left. We can say goodbye when it’s gone. Let’s 
go home.” She held Marzbahn at arm’s length and stared into his deep grey 
eyes. Tears glistened again in her eyes before she turned the two of them 
and started walking towards his sister, who was standing by the welcome 
sign. Marzbahn looked back at the barn and simply wondered what tragedy 
had allowed it stand so tall.
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My country was a May flower,
picked up by a turpial
and flown 
over the dunes of Coromoto,
sand like the Sahara rolling to the horizon.
My country was the Amazon,
and the Warao,
their dugout bongos dotting the marshlands.
It was Canaima and Morrocoy,
and my very own Valencia. 
My country! 
Its scent burns of tires set ablaze
and seas of people flooding interstates,
their flags prayers waving through the air.
But in my dreams I find that I fly,
an orchid,
over the cascades of Salto Angel 
on the wings of a dove, 
its talons clutching your colors. 

VENEZOL ANA
ISABEL DE AGUIAR



Marshall Farren
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When I was a child, my mother used to hold my right hand reverently. She 
would trace the dark life line on my palm as if she were trying to carve it 
into my bones, and she would say proudly, “You’re going to live a long life.”

So, I would take her hands, warm and brown and smooth, and I would 
stare at her life line—which cut off abruptly in the middle—and ask her, 
“Will you live long too?” She would always pause before reassuring me 
that it didn’t mean anything. Then I would ask if her mother, who had died 
when my mother was 18, had had a long life line. My mother would pause, 
before saying no and reassuring me again that it really didn’t mean anything. 
But she always paused.

I always suggested that maybe if I kept tracing a longer line over it, it 
would grow. And my mother—who, more than anything else in the world, 
wanted to see her children grow old—would always let me.

I woke up in Georgetown Hospital at 5:03 AM the day my mother died.
I looked around: my sister was huddled against the wall, my brother 

was stretched out on three small chairs that had been pushed together, and 
my dad was lying just behind the monitor. Everyone else was still asleep.

My mother’s breathing had calmed down, absent of the rasp that had 
plagued it all afternoon, but she didn’t look peaceful. Her neck was slanted 
to the right to prop up her head and her eyes were swollen, only half-closed, 
and black with broken blood vessels.

The nurses had been especially kind since we received the news that 
my mother would die. If a family member is on their deathbed, the hospital 
provides you with all these cushy supplements, like dessert platters and 
unlimited coffee pots on easily transportable carts—which I’ve termed “grief 
carts”—because what says “Sorry for your loss,” better than an assortment 
of Danish pastries.

Her blood pressure had fallen to 39/24, but her BPM (breaths per 

HEARTRATES AND LIFELINES 
(AND EVERY THING IN BETWEEN)

AMITA RAO
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minute) had increased from a gasping three to numbers closer to 10. The 
morphine seemed to have calmed everything down, lulling her into a deep 
sleep.

Five days before my mother died, I took a bus home from college. I was 
exhausted from the bus ride—a suffocating seven hour trip spent inhaling 
residual cigarette smoke from the passenger next to me—but was anxious 
to see my mother. When I arrived at the hospital, true to her nature (her 
role as an academic was only ever superseded by her role as my mother), 
the first thing my mother asked me was, “Why aren’t you at school? Do 
your professors know you’re here?”

“Yes,” I said, exasperated. “They do.”

Four days before my mother died, I wrote her informal will. It was never 
called a will; no one wanted to surrender to the gravity of the situation, 
especially not my mother. My mother and father frequently played an odd 
game of cat-and-mouse when he tried to extract information. My father 
would ask for certain particulars, like the password of my mother’s work 
email, and my mother would ask why he would need it in the first place. 
But we all knew.

I remember being glad that my mother wasn’t looking my way because 
hot tears had spilled out of my eyes and fallen on the paper. I didn’t want 
my mother to think I had given up. She had asked me, specifically, to write 
it for her, so I did. But I didn’t want her to know that writing it made me 
feel as if I was drafting an obituary—that it felt like I was writing her death 
sentence.

When my mother asked me to write the list, a question burned at the 
back of my throat. The list had instructions to go on a 10-day family vacation 
once a year, buy dad a black and white checkered shirt once a year (because 
“he looks very handsome in black and white”), and split her jewelry equally 
among all three children. So, out of fear that she would fall asleep before 
the end of the list, I asked her hastily, “What should I title it?”

Her eyes had closed, swollen shut with fluids. “What a wonderful 
question,” she said.
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I had qualms about my father’s decision not to tell her all the details 
of her medical situation at the time. I feared she wasn’t aware of her time 
left, her time with us. But with that, I knew that she knew she was dying. 
And that was comforting in a strange way.

She titled it “My Beautiful Diamonds,” and joked that she feared I would 
hoard all her jewelry for myself and sell it for money. Everyone laughed 
loudly, but even this moment of respite was strained.

“I’m still fighting,” she said, her voice becoming thick. “I’m still fighting 
because you all mean everything to me.”

Three days before my mother died, my sister and I spent time with her in 
the ICU. My sister was reading Americanah by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 
to her, adopting different voices for all the characters. My mother’s and 
my favorite was the African accent she had affected for the narrator. It was 
refined and melodic, and just how I remembered the author to have sounded 
in some online video I had seen.

My mother was a voracious reader. She frequently checked out books 
from the New York Times Bestseller list to keep au courant with the 
contemporary literary scene. But she no longer had the strength to hold 
a book and had become listless in the hospital. She hadn’t eaten for three 
weeks, after all.

Although I didn’t know at the time, the cancer was choking her stomach, 
and had spread to her liver and bladder. Food consumption was limited to 
gargles of water and a few small sips of coffee despite the stomach tube 
they had to insert a few days prior. She contracted an infection from the 
stomach tube, which accelerated the progression of her illness. That was 
ultimately why she needed to be transported to the ICU. She would have 
passed eventually, under similar circumstances, but the infection undoubtedly 
expedited the whole thing. She simply couldn’t fight it all.

My mother fell asleep after a few pages. My father and sister quietly 
packed up all the things they had brought with them for that day, gently 
kissed my mother goodnight, and vacated the room. I lingered for a few 
moments. I had wanted to sing to my mother again that day, before we left. 
I knew all her favorite songs, and she was always delighted when I sang—a 
mother’s pride, I suppose.
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I sang “What A Wonderful World” in the afternoon for her when she 
was awake, but she told me that she hadn’t been able to hear me.

Two days before my mother died, I played some of her favorite songs for 
her: “Unchained Melody,” “Hey There Delilah,” “What A Wonderful 
World,” and the theme from Love Story (a romance film from the 1970s; 
the song was her mother’s favorite).

She was very tired that day. My interactions with her largely consisted 
of these fleeting moments of eye contact when she roused, before she 
went back to sleep. She always looked slightly alarmed when she woke up; 
I don’t know if this stemmed from the surprise that she did wake up or 
the fear that no one would be here if she didn’t. I still played the songs for 
her, putting the phone especially close to her ear to ensure that she could 
hear it this time.

She asked me to repeat the theme from Love Story a couple of times.

The day before my mother died, the nurses delivered the morphine to help 
her breathing. She slept.

I didn’t get to speak with her that day, but I found something when I 
was sifting through some of the books she had brought to the hospital. It 
was her Gratitude Journal. Many cancer patients are recommended to keep 
one so they can focus on the positive things in their life.

Her entries were extensive and carefully penned down—ranging 
from academic achievements (“I’m so thankful I submitted my manuscript 
to Mark & Allen in a timely manner. Yay!”) to personal victories (“I am 
thankful I DID NOT throw up during the night”) to appreciation for family 
and friends (“Thank you for giving me such a nice husband”).

They became more infrequent as time went on; some entries only had 
one or two things jotted down. My favorite passage was from December 
2nd (only three months before she died) and was dedicated, as many were, 
to my father: “I am so thankful for having such a GOLDEN HUSBAND. 
Nobody has cared and loved me so much. How I wish I can be HEALTHY 
for him? How I wish my cancer disappears and we both live HAPPILY 
EVER AFTER.”
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The day my mother died, minutes after I had woken up, her heart rate 
began to slow; I quickly woke my father and siblings up as well. The room 
was dark, only lit by the greens and reds of the monitors that had long since 
been silenced in preparation for the inevitable.

I sat next to my mother and traced her life line over and over.
It’s hard to rationalize a loss of this magnitude. People always say, 

“Remember the good times.” And, honestly, it’s such a hackneyed phrase 
that even referencing the fact that people say it has become a cliché. But 
it’s just so difficult. All I could think about were the lost times: the missed 
weddings and birthdays and graduations, the grandmother-less children, 
and the empty houses. The good times were secure in the comfortable past, 
but the future was cold and aching and void. 

I’m not going to tell you what an amazing woman my mother was. 
I’m not going to tell you about how she got her PhD or how beautiful she 
looked with a red sari draped over her plump frame, but I want you to 
know that she lived a vivacious life. She loved to swim and play tennis and 
read in the sun and take care of her children—and she loved to eat. The 
pure exuberance of her life is precisely what made her death so disarming.

We all sat around her as if we were waiting for some kind of twisted 
fireworks show—as if we were waiting for the moment when all the heart 
rate and blood pressure lines would crash together and burst; as if we were 
waiting for sparks to fly out of the machine signaling loudly, gaudily, finally 
that she had passed. However, it was silent and unremarkable.

The way people quietly recede into death is disturbing to me. You 
would think, with how loud and over-the-top birth is, that death would 
compare—just on a scale of sheer theatricality. You would think that there 
would be some requirement of showmanship on the other end. You would 
think there was some injustice done to a woman who lived such a radiant 
life, who traveled to 18 countries, who knew six languages, who gave birth 
to three screaming, kicking children, who held onto so much love—you 
would think there was some injustice to a life like that ending unexceptionally.

But death is silent and undiscerning and unremarkable. Just another 
mundane breath inhaled and never pushed out. You might even miss it if 
you don’t watch closely. 



Marshall Farren
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I will become a monk of flowers 
so 

shave 
my head, give me a square 
sheet of landscape 
fabric 

for my green jaded robe,
bury 
the 
blonde 
under damp soil far from my temple,

and plant     bulbs      in    my     skull,
in tight rows.
Grow moss on my collarbones,
   to collect water,
and let clovers grow between my toes,
 
but the hands?
God, my hands,
 let them become a ring of marrow soaked

flowers, petals crawling from under
my nails

Let the ribs be a highway for roots
entwining inside, to create veins—

an escape
— spilling out of me
to cleave the asphalt underneath 

DAPHNE
SAMANTHA HARDEN
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And let the thighs spread for stinging nettles.
Let me split into a thatch
of poison ivy,

 
so you and your friends can
never desecrate 
me again
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